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Due to the technological advances and the speed of the Internet, people are concerned that their personal 

information that might be stolen by hackers. In today’s society, many data hiding algorithms and steganographic 
algorithms have been introduced to protect valuable information. Unfortunately, many strong steganography 
analysis tools have been provided to unauthorized users in order for them to retrieve valuable secret data that 
was embedded in cover objects. The weakness of some steganography algorithms occur through steganalytical 
detectors because of the lack of security and embedding efficiency of these algorithms.  

In this paper, in order to improve the security and efficiency of the steganography algorithm, we propose a 
secure video steganography algorithm based on the binary linear block code. Eight uncompressed video 
sequences are used as cover data. In addition, a text file containing alphabetic characters is used as a secret 
message. The pixels’ positions of the video frames’ components are randomly permuted by using a private key. 
Moreover, the bits’ positions of the secret message are also permuted using the same private key. Then, the 
secret message is encoded by applying BCH codes (n, k, t) before the embedding process in order to protect the 
message from being read. Each result of the encoded message will be XORed with a number that is randomly 
generated by using another special key. After the secret message is secure, it is ready to be embedded into the 
cover video frames’ components. The selected embedding area in each Y, U, and V frame components is randomly 
chosen, and will differ from frame to frame. The randomization process will increase the robustness of proposed 
algorithm against hackers. The embedding process is achieved by hiding each of the encoded blocks into the 3-2-2 
LSB of the selected YUV pixels. 

Experimental results have demonstrated both a high embedding efficiency, and a high embedding payload of 
the proposed algorithm. The qualities of the stego videos are close to the original video qualities. The Pick Signal 
to Noise Ratio (PSNR) of stego videos is above 55 dB. In each video frame, the embedding capacity is 246 Kbits, 
and can increase up to 405 Kbits with no noticeable degradation in the visual quality.  

A. Data embedding stage 

Data embedding is the process of hiding a secret message inside cover videos. This process converts the video 
stream into frames. Each frame separates into the Y, U and V components of color space. For security purposes, 
the pixels’ positions of Y, U, and V components are permuted by using a special key (Key1). Also, characters of the 
secret message are converted into an array of binary bits. In order to change the bits’ positions of the secret 
message, the entire bits’ positions within the array are permuted using Key1. After permutation, the array is 
divided into 4-bit blocks. Then, each block is encoded by the BCH (7, 4, 1) encoder. The outcome of the 7-bit 
encoded block (consists of 4-bit message and 3-bit parity) is XORed with the 7-bit number. These numbers are 
randomly generated by using Key2. In order to select the locations for hiding the secret message into the frame 
components, Key2 is utilized. In other words, Key2 chooses random rows and columns for data embedding in each 
disordered Y, U, and V component. The embedding process is achieved by hiding each of encoded blocks into the 
3-2-2 LSB of the selected YUV pixels. The pixels of the YUV components will be repositioned in order to the 
original frame pixel positions to produce the stego frames. Finally, the stego video is constructed from these stego 
frames.  

The purpose of using two keys and the XOR operation is to improve the security and robustness of the 
proposed algorithm. These keys are only shared between sender and receiver, and used in both the data 
embedding and extracting processes. The block diagrams of the data embedding stage and the data extracting 
stage are illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively.    

B. Data extracting stage  

Data extracting is the process of retrieving the secret message from the stego videos. This process is achieved 
by converting the distorted videos into frames. Then, each frame is partitioned into Y, U and V components. In 
every Y, U, and V component, the pixels’ positions are permuted by using Key1. The process of extracting the 
secret message from YUV components is accomplished by taking out 3-2-2 LSB in each selected pixel. The 
obtained message block will be XORed with the 7-bit number that is generated by using Key2. The outcomes of 7 
bits are decoded by the BCH (7, 4, 1) decoder in order to produce 4-bit blocks. These blocks are stored into a 
binary array. Since the message of entire bits is permutated prior to the data embedding process, the permutation 
process of the entire binary array to the original bits order will be performed again. Then, the binary array of bits 
will be converted into the characters of the secret message. 
 



 

Fig.  1:  Block diagram for data embedding stage. 

 

Fig.  2:  Block diagram for data extracting stage. 
 


